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1993 First FOG Meeting

356 Florida Owners Group (FOG)
Organizational Meeting and Car Show
Collier Automotive Museum
2500 S. Horseshoe Dr., Naples, FL
Saturday, April 3, 1993. 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
The Collier Automotive Museum invites 356 owners to bring their cars and meet on the
Museum’s spacious lawn for an informal event. The 50,000 sq. ft. Museum has one of
The finest displays of high performance, sports, and racing cars in America. It has been
Said that, “the best Porsche museum in the world is in Naples, Florida, not Zuffenhausen.”
Even if your 356 isn’t pristine, clean out the mouse nests and drive it to Naples. The
Museum staff has arranged a full day of interesting events. Also, we will hold a kickoff
Meeting to get the Florida Owners Group started. The 356 Registry is actively encouraging
The formation of local owners groups. With over 200 Registry members, Florida needs its
Own group. The Frog Pond Cafe will be open, offering cold drinks, luncheon items, etc.
The Museum will be “exercising” its 1960 RS-60 Spyder and its 1966 906 on the streets
around the Museum. A tentative schedule of events is:
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
1:30
2:30

- Registration
- Florida Owners Group Organizational Meeting (Video Room)
- Guided Tours of Restoration Shop and Porsche Collection
- Exercising RS 60 and 906
- Tech Session with Shop Staff
- People’s Choice Concours Awards

The cost for this event is only $5.00, which includes a Museum pass for you and your
codriver/guest, and a doorprize ticket. For more information, call:
Rich Williams
Mike McNabb
Collier Museum

Tampa
“
Naples

John Reker’s Recollections on page 6
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(813) 254-****
“ 254-****
“ 643-****

GOF Registrar Needed Please Read
FOG Officers & Contacts

Alan Winer, Trustee
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner@356FOG.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092
Bill Cooper, Trustee
Treasurer
barrett356@verizon.net
Mike Davis, Trustee
Event Chair
madavis356@gmail.com
Paul Raben, Trustee
Email Coordinator and
Facebook Administrator
praben356@gmail.com
Chip Steward, Trustee
lacidar@hotmail.com
John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
Janis Croft
Webmaster/FOGLight Editor
jlcfog@gmail.com
Website:
www.356FOG.com
Facebook:

Porsche 356 - Florida Owners Group

Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003
The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG).
It is published in evennumbered months. Send
articles, photos and suggestions
to: Janis Croft, Webmaster /
FOGLight Editor at jlcfog@
gmail.com

After many years of being the GOF registrars, John and Jan Reker have decided it is time to
pass this position on to other members. Ideally, a member and their affiliate would volunteer for this. The responsibilities of GOF Registrar include accumulating the registrants
information for our annual Gathering of the Faithful, producing name tags, assembling
the registration packets from provided material and overseeing the registration table at the
event. Many of the responsibilities can be delegated to others. I supply the written material
included in the packets. The time frame for this starts approximately two months prior to
the event, does not require extensive amounts of time and is an important part of organizing the event. Please contact John Reker at jreker@cfl.rr.com for additional information.
It is crucial that a member steps up and assumes this responsibility. I will be up front
regarding this – Janis and I will not take on this additional task.
Please consider volunteering for this and contributing to FOG. — Alan

Welcome New Members
Jeff McDonald

Magnolia, TX

1964 C Coupe

Submit contact changes to Alan Winer, Membership Chair (alanwiner@356FOG.com)

Monthly Regional Meetings
If you are interested in suggesting or organizing a FOG statewide or regional event,
contact Trustee Mike Davis, Events Chair, or your regional coordinator listed below.
One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a
marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida
make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events, we have developed a system
of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch
tours occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both
the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com
or call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month.
Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Contact Dave Jerome at dmjerome52@cox.net or 850-240-3610
Southeast Florida: We are looking for a location to hold our first Saturday of every
month get togethers. Contact Steve Bamdas at Steveb@rivamotorsports.com or Paul
Raben at praben356@gmail.com for more information.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at
First Watch Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east
of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando
Lopez at (727) 417-1120 or mk2lopez@yahoo.com
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On a more positive note, I had submitted my '59 Fjord Green
for acceptance to the Amelia Concours and while I never
expected to be accepted, I checked the mail box everyday for
the acceptance letter. When it came, I entered into what Janis
refers to as an “automotive neurotic state.” I knew I was
going to be shown with the big dogs and really didn’t expect
to win any award. I realized just to be on the grass was an
honor. I’m not a great detailer so I had my friend Michael
Thompson prepare the entire car. Michael is a professional detailer who has worked on many Amelia Concours cars
including John Oates’ Emery Outlaw which was shown
at Amelia. He added an inch of depth to my paint and the
windows were so clean I thought he had removed them. I
spent the week prior to the Concours guarding the car from
air borne dust particles.

President’s Perspective by Alan Winer

Viral Ruminations
I realize that we all are dealing with the Coronavirus and
that it has been a difficult time for everyone. Janis and I live
in a minimally populated area and I have been a proponent
of social distancing well prior to the coronavirus, so except
for the craziness at the food stores and toilet paper usage
consciousness, life hasn’t changed drastically for us. And it
would be appropriate to write about how you could finally
spend all this available time working on your car and doing
all that stuff you have been putting off but that just seemed
like something you’ve already heard or really don’t want to
hear about. So in spite of the virus, I’ll revert to my usual
Porsche or semi-car related irrelevant ramblings.

Not being familiar with the staging procedures but knowing
that cars entered the field at first light and judging started
almost immediately, we arrived at the entrance point well
before sun rise—what seemed to be the middle of the night.
We were greeted by a lone volunteer that congratulated us
for being first on line to enter the field and that we had about
an hour and a half wait. As an additive bonus I did learn
that birds start singing just before sunrise. As we staged the
car, we were surrounded by a Ferrari TransAmerica, an Alfa
Romeo TZ, two Shelby 269 Cobra CSX and many more
spectacular cars. It was my 15 minutes of fame and as I said
it was an honor just to be on the lawn but I did have intermittent hopes of a lower level award or recognition, perhaps
“Mr. Congeniality Award.”

So with all this available time I found myself sitting in my
dedicated leather chair thinking about how to resolve an
automotive issue when I noticed a tear had appeared on the
right arm. It hadn’t actually torn but had just separated from
being worn thin. This old leather chair with the perfect angle
to lean back and stare at the ceiling has been my personal
think tank for many years. I have mentioned this chair a few
times in past writings and how I had resolved many automotive and related issues while sitting in it. I’ve been keeping
silent about the tear but I think Janis noticed it the other day
and I fear its end is at hand. Its fate will be to be put along
side the road and I know it will be gone in minutes. You
see we have no zoning in our area, it is mainly agricultural
and down the road, right next door to a $12 million dollar
horse ranch we have folks living in modified cargo containers. And there is a style of outdoor furniture, not to be found
in magazines such as “Southern Living” or “Decor Mag”
of placing beat-up upholstered furniture on front porches,
La-Z-Boys being a popular choice.

And now we’re three weeks into the “stay safe at home”
order, Janis and I have surprisingly been dealing quite
well with it. I thought it would cause all sorts of friction
including symptoms of madness but that has not
been the case. Maybe it’s time to settle down and get married.

A while ago Janis and I decided to hire someone to clean the
garage, paint the floor, walls and ceiling; we just didn’t want
to do it ourselves. Actually, I really wanted to clean up the
mess and make room for my C Coupe. We hired a guy whose
company name was “Handy Andy”, I should have known
better with a name like that but the price was right. Handy
Andy and his sidekick Roland did more damage than repairs
to the garage. The reason I mention this is because we had
these old kitchen cabinets in the garage and Handy Andy
wanted $100 to take them away. So I put the whole set out
along side the road. An hour later I went out to get the mail
and they were gone. I’m sure by the end of the weekend
some lucky wife had a newly redecorated kitchen. And this
would be the fate unbecoming of my leather chair. One day
I will be driving down the road and notice some guy on his
porch drinking Bud Light in my chair. I’ll wonder what
problems he might be resolving.
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Werks Reunion

The third fairway was where the action was. The cars entering the Concours filled the center of the area. Unfortunately,
I didn't count the number of entries, but it was very sizeable
and all Porsche marques were well represented.

by Steve Bamdas

Lynn and I made plans to attend the Werks Reunion a few
weeks in advance. The event took place on Friday, March
6 on Amelia Island and it turned out to be a perfect day.
I planned for the occasion by preparing my 1973 Saturn
Yellow 914 for the 700 mile round trip. I felt this was the
appropriate car to take considering Porsche was celebrating
its 50th anniversary. A long shakedown ride went perfectly,
that is until I tried to extricate myself from the car. My back
locked up but a quick visit to the chiropractor solved the
problem. We ended up driving my water cooled 911 and the
round trip was fast and painless.

There was a good number of our 356's, a few in the Corral that
we’re not competing and at least fourteen on the Concours
field. Of course FOG members were very well represented.
All of the 356s were in one category. There was no distinction between coupes, open cars or model designations. First
and Second place went to FOG members Dave Jerome and
Peter Bartelli, respectfully.

As I mentioned, Friday turned out to be a magnificent, warm,
sunny day. After an early breakfast at our hotel, we headed
over to the Amelia River Golf Club which was only a few
miles away. I was not expecting a large turnout, as we only
saw one Porsche on our trip up, and none at our hotel. Was I
ever wrong! After passing through the well marked entrance
to the Porsche Corral, we drove onto the pristine fairway
that was reserved for those who had paid the extra fee for
Corral parking. We counted almost four hundred Porsches
as we were guided to our designated parking position. The
cars were set up in rows that crossed the entire fairway, with
sections separating the various models. Within a few hours
after we arrived, the Corral was full and must have held
close to six hundred cars.

Dave Jerome with his first place Speedster. Photo by J. Croft

One particular 1962 sunroof B coupe caught my particular attention. Owned by FOG member Gerry Curts, this car
was a factory special order with a paint to sample color and
highly optioned. It was delivered to its original owner in
Hawaii and mimicked the color of his view of the ocean —
a brilliant turquoise blue.

The second fairway was used for overflow vehicles which
either arrived very late, did not sign up in advance or for
folks who did not choose to pay the extra money to park in
the Corral. That fairway was more than half full.
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2019 Drive Those Cars Contest—
The FOG Million Miles Club

continued from page 4

The most 914s I have ever seen in one place we’re featured
at the Concours. Some were original and stock but many
were modified both mechanically and in physical appearance. Although my preference has always been originality,
I have to admit that some of these creations were very well
done and exciting to see. There was also a good showing of
transaxle cars and air cooled and water cooled 911s.

by Dennis Brunotte

We welcome FOG 356 owners new to our contest to come
aboard this year with your mileage totals, and join with our
other participants as we build our impressive million mile
driving resume to new levels. Email dkbrunotte@gmail.com
to add your name to our existing lineup of 356 jockeys. All
miles count toward our grand effort, no matter how few, so
please consider sending us yours. We’re kicking off our 13th
year of uninterrupted fun!
You’ll need a Porsche 356 built at the factories in Zuffenhausen or Gmund (with a Porsche engine or any other); the
driver should be the owner or one of the owner’s family
(husband, wife, or drivers-licensed child); owners with
multiple 356s driven to the same event add the miles of one
car and subtract the miles from the second; and finally, no
one will be following you around to verify accuracy, so the
Honor System has always applied.

At the head of the fairway stood a raised stage. There was
live music and talks featuring well known Porsche personalities including Porsche racer Jacky Ickx. The perimeter of
both sides of the fairway was lined with vendor booths and
food and drink stalls. There was a much larger and diverse
group of vendors than at Parade and most other gatherings
I have attended. The food and drink stalls were plentiful as
long as you liked hot dogs and beer.

I’ll be back in May for another interim mileage update, so
keep your logbooks going. Early results from our winter
driving are trickling in, and the current miles driven are as
follows:
Mark Pribanic		
Neptune Beach		
4248
Jim Bruton		
Winter Park		
3546
Paul Raben		
Fort Lauderdale		
1235
Steve Bamdas		
Lighthouse Point
1185
Susan Remillard
Southwest Ranches
948
Jim Spears		
Madeira Beach		
758
John O’Steen		
Vero Beach		
734
Jerry Holderness
St. Petersburg		
643
Sharon Cobb		Tampa			608
Bill Cooper		Jacksonville		517
John Reker		
Winter Park		
454
Glenn Long		Dunnellon		321
Dan Bird		
Vero Beach		
318
Volker Schneemann
University Park		
310
Chris Nelson		
Crystal River		
305
Karen Walker		Cocoa			88
Dennis Brunotte
Naples			
51
Steve Hoffman		Cocoa			45

I really enjoyed this Werks Reunion. As a Porsche enthusiast, I thoroughly enjoyed examining each model, color
and modification. Some in very good taste and some not so
much. I split my time between the concours, the vendors
booths and the Corral. It was really interesting walking back
and forth through each isle of the Corral seeing hundreds of
Porsches, very few which were exactly alike.
Probably the most enjoyable aspect of the event, was the laid
back format; there were no set lunches, dinners or meetings
—just a full day of enjoying cars, talking to vendors, and
snacking, all at our own pace.
I reflect back just a few weeks ago when my biggest concern
was not having enough time to check out everything and
talk to the vendors I wanted to spend time with. How trivial that seems now when I worry about my family's safety
and feel helpless for our two hundred employees who are
without work as our state government has forced us to close
our businesses.

First Central Florida Breakfast Run
Jan., 2003
photo by P. Schiemer

To all our members, stay safe so we can all meet again at our
next FOG event.
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Recollections

The club continued to grow. After ten years at the helm, Rich
Williams was succeeded by Kirk Stowers (photo below)
in 2003. Among other things Kirk held a member contest
to create a club logo. Carlos Bertizalian came up with our
very attractive logo, which was subsequently used for grille
badges, shirts, hats and more.

by John Reker

Our FOGLight editor, Janis Croft, knew I was in
lockdown. She pounced. “How about writing an article on
FOG history?” I searched for an excuse, but to no avail.
FOG was officially formed in
1993 at a gathering of enthusiasts at the then “Collier”
museum in Naples. Rich
Williams was the driving force
of the gathering and the first
FOG President. The low key
club was formed and at the end
of 1993 there were 69 members.
While I did not join until 1996,
I heard that the “treasury” was
a person’s checking account.
Rich Williams

Kirk Stowers

Kirk presided for four years and is well known for his
annual open house at his shop Stowers 356. I had been
active as a Trustee and Membership chairman and succeeded Kirk as President. The management style up to then
was described by Kirk as management by “a herd of cats.”

Above photos from FOGLight Feb. 2012 issue about Rich Williams

Three years later FOG held an East Coast Holiday at Cypress
Gardens. I had joined just before that and it was the first FOG
event I attended. It was a small event, everyone staying at a
laid back motel. A 356 somehow was maneuvered into the
lobby for display – pretty cool. The highlight was when we
all drove our cars to a round pool/fountain and parked them
around the pool, all pointing to the center of the pool, like
petals on a sunflower. AND THEN – a helicopter appeared
overhead and took pictures for us – what creativity. One of
our members had arranged this – a very expensive operation
of what today would be accomplished with a drone.

Stowers Bull Session in August, 2008		

photo by C. Schmitt

When I took over I was fortunate to have two good friends
and Trustees, Mike Owen and Mike Davis (from Winter
Park-not currently a member), who were talented business
owners. They were enthusiastic to inject more formal organization, communication and activity into the organization.
The three of us brought about a move to the “next level” as
they say today.
Mike Owen came up with the idea to have a weekend
overnight get together. He organized it and named it “The
Gathering of the Faithful.” It was first held in 2008 at the
Lakeside Inn in Mt. Dora and featured a concours display on

Three years later FOG sprung for another East Coast Holiday,
held in St. Augustine. It was so cold most people just milled
around and shivered. I was one of them.

continued on page 7
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I thought it would invigorate the club to have a fun reason
for people to get out and drive their cars. Thus I started the
“Drive Those Cars” contest in 2008, which Dennis Brunotte
took over in 2013 and has made it a much talked about Club
staple. Also as Membership Chair at the time, I had inherited
a hand updated card file that listed some member emails. To
improve communication, and help promote events, I collected all member emails and put them in an electronic “group”
form. It is now used very effectively for dues notices and all
events. The card file basic data was converted to an Excel
spreadsheet for easier administration. We also introduced
name badges.

continued from page 6

the front lawn of the Lakeside Inn, driving tour created by
my wife Jan, a tech quiz and banquet.

The first GOF concours in 2008 		

photo by C. Schmitt

The website was based on an obscure code such that it was
near impossible to find or post anything. A clean break
was needed. Mike Davis, with no website creation experience, volunteered to create a new site, with some guidance
from within his company. He used a commercially available platform and fleshed it out with pictures, and multiple page categories such as the License Plate Gallery. Mike
Davis debuted the new website during the Sunday Business
Meeting.It was superior to PCA and other car club sites at
the time. The same platform is still in use today, albeit it has
become rather inflexible for current needs.

photo by C. Schmitt

Dennis Brunotte at 2010 GOF 		

Mike Davis (Winter Park) succeeded me as President for one
year, then Frank Hood presided for three years. They continued the forward trajectory of interesting events, the Gatherings and promoting member camaraderie.
Rich Williams continued the FOGlight well past his Presidency. It went through some short term successors. We were
looking for a new editor when I attended the Lake Mirror
Classic car show in Lakeland in 2012. I struck up a conversation with new member Alan Winer and mentioned the club
need. He said his wife, Janis, had some experience and might
be interested. She was not at their car at the time, but appeared
shortly and subsequently agreed to be the editor. She took
the operation up a couple levels, including eventually adding
color. It is currently a jewel of the Club. She also took over
as webmaster and enhanced the site in many ways.
February 2017

Mike Davis and Mike Owens

photo by C. Schmitt
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continued on page 8

Of course, along the way there have been many members in
addition to the Trustees and Officers we all owe thanks for
helping out to keep up the high level of professional operation and accomplishment of FOG. Personally, I want to thank
my wife Jan, who has created many GOF and local “region”
driving tours, been GOF co-registrar for seven years, and
pitched in on many events.

continued from page 7

We need to all play our part in making sure the club keeps
up our reputation as a premier Club. Please answer the call
for volunteers to steer the club through the next decade. It’s
a great way to meet and bond with some very interesting
people and serve the Club.
Alan Winer and Janis Croft at 2014 GOF

photo by C. Schmitt

In 2014, Janis’ husband Alan accepted a draft to be President. After getting his feet on the ground, he set out in 2015
to reenergize the Club. First was to introduce an extra day
for the Gathering. This has been a big success. Other innovations such as a formal hospitality suite and the recent ice
cream social have made the GOF a real signature event.
Alan has also chaired the recent versions.
Alan also felt the “regions” needed to get stronger and has
promoted their importance and expansion. All to promote
member enjoyment and camaraderie. He and Janis have also
improved the variety and accessibility of Club merchandise.

Jan and John Reker at 2011 GOF
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photo by C. Schmitt
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Tom Keating, Northeast Region member, heads out for supplies during
Covid-19 Stay Safe At Home restrictions.

FOGLight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092
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